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Abstract. Algebraic theory provides a framework for the specification and design of modules and 
modular software systems. Research in this area has focused on the development of “horizontal” 
operations for building up module and interface specifications. Our previous work also introduced 
the notion of vertical development steps, where abstract specifications are converted into a more 
concrete form. In this paper, we study a variety of compatibility problems between structuring 
operations and development steps and introduce notions of the realization of an interface 
specification by a module specifcation. These compatibility probiems are studied in a categorical 
framework where specifications and developments steps are viewed as objects and morphisms in 
a “development category”. We show that compatibility can be expressed as the fact that the 
structuring operations can be extended to partial functors and give sufficient conditions for this 
property. 
ntroduction 
The design and implementation of a large software system requires facilities for 
the modularization of its components [27,28]. Many modern programming 
languages, e.g., Modula 2 [35], ML [23] and ADA [l], provide such facilities at 
the implementation level. Recently proposed specification languages, e.g., CIP-L 
[4], Larch [20], PLLJSS [Ig], extended ML [32], and ACT TWO [17], provide such 
facilities on the requirements at engineering and software design level. While for 
instance the modularization facilities in ML 133) are very similar to programming 
language modules, the language ACT TWO is based on the theory of algebraic 
module specifications, a programming language independent notion of modules 
which has been developed at the Technical University of 
the llniversity of ortmund and the University of Southern California 
module concept, en referred to as the “Berlin-a 
algebra semantics. fundamental part of this a 
structuring operations for building up co 
defined the basic o 
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union, partial compos tion, product, recursion, and iteration 129-311 to provide a 
flexible basis for modular design. 
In [9, 101 we introduced the notion of “vertical” development steps, where abstract 
specifications are converted into a more concrete form. e defined interface 
specifications, which are adequate to formulate design requirements, and develop- 
ment steps such as refinement of interface and module specifications, as well as the 
realization of int face specifications by module specifications. Fi lly, we gave a 
categorical form tion of these notions in which interface/mod specifications 
and the vertical development steps are the objects and morphisms of a suitable 
category, called a development category. 
In this paper, we study a variety of compatibility oroblems between horizontal 
structuring operations and vertical deve!opment steps in the framework of develop- 
ment categories. For example, we address the issue of whet er a compound module 
is refined when its submodules are refined. We show that compatibility of structuring 
operations and development steps can be expressed as the fact that the operations, 
viewed as partial functions on the objects, can be extended to partial functors on 
the corresponding development categories. We give conditions which are sufficient 
to ensure that this property holds. We introduce a variety of different kinds of 
realizations. There are initial and final realizations of interfaces by module 
specifications corresponding to free and minimal realizations in the sense of automata 
and systems theory (see [21]). Of course, the realizations do not necessarily lead 
to correct module specifications, but we discuss conditions under which we obtain 
correctness. 
Since the main aim of this paper is to present a categorical framework for all 
kinds of compatibility problems, we do not present explicit examples of modular 
specifications and their development. Such examples can be found in [3], where an 
airport schedule is specified, in [ 17,9], where a parts system is described, and in 
[8,6] which consider the development of a modular specification for a small desk 
calculator. In [8,6,7], our compatibility results are used to extend the module 
specification concept to module and configuration families providing the semantic 
basis for configuration and version management systems. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 explains the basic concepts of 
ntal and vertical development, Section 2 gives a review of interface and module 
cations, and horizontal structuring operations. Section 3 defines the refinement 
concepts and introduces and discusses several realization constructions. Section 4 
introduces the development categories which form the basis of th-: compatibility 
results presented in Section 5. 
1.1. Aim of the module concept ad constituent parts 
structurin 
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serve in that respect, modules must be interconnectable and refineable in a flexible 
manner. The flexible interconnection of modules is a.chieved th;_ough their founding 
on a proper parameterization concept. odules are, therefore, meant to materialize 
parameterized abstract data types [34] extended by import and export interfaces, 
such that the formal parameter is now a common part of the import and export 
interface. Based on these concepts, modules may be developed as self-contained 
entities that may be actual parameters in a number of parameterized abstract data 
types. In this way, they play the role of generic components of software systems 
that may be “reused” in different system contexts. This concept supports the 
following aims: 
modifiability, 
concept hiding, 
visibility, 
subdivision of labor, 
reusability, 
information hiding, 
stepwise software development. 
In addition, our aim is to have a concept which includes a formal syntax and formal 
semantics uch that all the advantages of formal specification techniques, including 
the possibility of correctness proofs and the use of software development ools, are 
available. 
A module specification consists of four parts: an export interface, a module body, 
an import interface, and common parameterpart of the export and import interfaces. 
Parameter part, import and export interface form the interface specijkztion (of a 
module). 
Export in teiface 
The export interface is the visible part which ust be known to use this module 
in connection with other modules. It allows three different aspects of information 
hiding: 
(1) The export interface prevents a user from looking into the internal structure 
of a module, i.e. the body part; 
(2) The export interface may also protect some of the operations that exist 
internally from their use from outside the module, i.e. it enables the existence of 
hidden functions; 
(3) The export interface may also represent an application-specific 
generic body and import interface part of the module. As ch, it may give access 
to only a subspace of the value space of the enca 
of the module 
ta and operations usi 
sorts and hidden functions, which do not belong to any ot 
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Import in terjface 
The import interface contains a number of formal parameters which are combined 
into one specification which contains the signature (or declaration) of the data sets 
and the operations to be imported but in general not the construction of these data 
sets and operations. Some of e important properties of these operations, however, 
may be formulate in the import interface. This feature of modules is especially 
suitable to support t_ he stepwise development of software systems. It makes it possible 
to define only the essential parts in a module depending on some formal data sets 
and operations. The constructions for the formal data sets and operations are given 
in other modules which will later serve as actual import of the given module. 
Parameter 
The parameter is a common part of the import and export interfaces. These parts 
are formal parameters, which give some essential characteristics of the parameters 
of the entire modular system, i.e. the modular system can also be parameterized. 
In the final system these parameters will be actualized. 
Generic software units are constructed by combining module specifications 
through their import and export interfaces, leaving the parameter part open. Note, 
that the parameter part and the import interface are similar except that components 
of the former appear automatically in the export interface while components of the 
latter must be explicitly re-exported, if this is desired. 
1.2. Horizontal structuring and interconnection operations 
Horizontal structuring and interconnection operations are used to build up inter- 
face and module specifications. We have defined a wide variety of these operations 
including composition, union and actualization (see [3]). 
Composition 
The composition of two module specifications MOD1 and MOD2 connects the 
import interface of MOD1 with the export interface of MOD2. The composite 
module MODloMOD2 will have the same import interface as MOD2, the same 
export interface and parameter part as MODl, while the body of MODl+lOD2 
is given by the “union” of the body parts in MOD1 and MOD2. 
Actualization 
The parameter part of a module specification MOD can be actualized by a 
srccification SPEC or a parameterized specification PSPEC. The act&ized module 
specification act( PS C, MOD) has the same parameter part C;Y XPEC while its 
import, export and body part are given by the “union” of the body part of PSPEC 
with the corresponding parts of MOD. (Actualization allows us to add new 
operations (or other items) to the expo and import interfaces, while composition 
inherits exactly the import interface of 2 and the export interface of MODl.) 
It seems reasonable to allow actualization of the 
ecification as welE, but we will not consi ral case here. 
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Union 
Tfre cninp Mt3l31 + I..V 1 L.IV - * ivi~~G MOD2 oftwo module specifications MODI and MOD2 
with shared submodule specification ODO is exactly the module specification 
defined by the set theoretical union, if ODO is equal to the intersection of MODI 
and R/10D2. Otherwise ail those parts in the intersection of MODI and MOD2, 
which are not in MODO, are duplicated. In other words MOD1 +MoDO MOD2 is 
the disjoint union of MOD1 and MOD2 where, however, the MOD0 parts of MOD1 
and MOD2 are “glued together”. 
Other horizontal operations on module specifications are extensions (see [3]), 
recursion (see [30]), product and iteration (see [31]). With the operation extension, 
all four cdmponents of a module specification can be extended. The idea of the 
recursion operation is to allow some kind of feedback between import and export 
in the composition operation between module specifications. If we have a feedback 
between import and export of the same module specification, the construction is 
called single recursion. In the case of a feedback between import and export of two 
different module specifications, the construction is called mutual recursion. The 
product operation is a variant of the composition operation where the export of the 
resulting module specification is the union of the exports of the parts. An iterated 
version of the product operation leads to the iteration operation, which allows us 
to construct an infinite inductive set of sorts and 
1.3. Vertical development s ep- and realiza tiori 
Vertical development steps transform abstract 
concrete forms. There are several different kinds 
operations. 
module specifications into more 
of vertical steps on interface and 
module specifications, including rejnement and simJation. In addition, an interface 
specification may be realized by a module sper ification. 
Rejnement 
Intuitively, a refined specification more ccmpletely describes the resources that 
will be produced and the resources that are required to produce them. Refinement 
can be used to elaborate requirements during the initial phase of software develop- 
ment or to incorporate changes during the maintainence phase. lechnically, a refined 
interface or module specification has additional sorts, operations, and equations in 
its imports, export, and parameter parts. More specifically, a module specification 
is connected with its refined version by three specification morphisms on the import, 
export, and parameter parts; these morphisms are inclusions in most cases. 
refinement satisfies only these basic syntactic requirements, more generally. 3 
and its refinement must be semantically compatible with respect o their common 
parts. 
Simulation 
Intuitively, specification 
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without otherwise cha ging its behavior. Technically, specification A is simulated 
by specification B if the import part of B has fewer sorts and operations than the 
import part of A and the export part of B has more sorts and operatioras than the 
export part of A. A k simulation satisfies only these basic syntacti 
more generally, a ule and its simulation must be semantically 
Realization 
Intuitively, a he lizatien of an interface specification is a modu e specification 
which implements it. Realization is used to make the transition from requiremr,lit 
specification to design specification. Technically, a realization is simply a refinement 
between an interface specification and the interface of a module specification. If 
all three morphisms which establish the realization are identities, it is said to be 
exact; this means that only the body has b. sen added. If all three morphisms are 
inclusions, the realization is said to be faithful. 
1.4. Correctness and compatibility issues 
The algebraic framework allows us to identify certain kinds of incorrect or 
incomplete module specifications. First if the body of a module specification is 
overdetermined, in the sense that it gives several different results for some function 
with respect o the given import, then certain elements of the import algebras become 
identified. Second, if the body is underdetermined, in the sense that it does not 
define some function completely with respect o the given import, then new elements 
are added to the import algebras. 
A module specification is said to be correct if its semantics leaves every possible 
import algebra unchanged. Algebraic f.heory provides support for checking the 
correctness of modules. A horizontal oI eration is said to be correctness preserving 
if it always produces correct results from correct arguments. We have shown that 
composition, actualization, and union are all correctness preserving. Thus, to show 
the correctness of a compound module constructed from these operations, it suffices 
to show the correctness of its atomic modules, which can be accomplished using 
existing algebraic techniques and tools. 
A horizontal operation is said to be compositional if the semantics of its result 
e constructed from the semantics of its arguments, and clean if it is both 
correctness preserving and compositional. We have shown that if composition, 
actualization, and union are used with correct modules, then they are compositional 
and therefore clean. Clean operations have a number of useful properties. First, 
they satisfy algebraic laws, such as associativity and riistributXi~. which can be 
used to restructure compound modules. Second, they are compatible with certain 
vertical development steps, such as refinement and realization, in the following 
sense. Suppose we have a compound module A41 tructed from a set of modules 
using clean operations and a compound module constructed from refinements 
of modules in iS 
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1 S. Dimensions of specijica tion development 
The decomposition of modular systems using operations on module specifications 
can be considered as a horizontal structuring of module specifications, while 
refinements are specific vertical development steps. In addition to horizontal structur- 
ing and vertical development, which can be studied on the level of interface 
specifications and on that of module specifications, a realization is a development 
step between both levels. If we consider an operation as a horizontal development 
step we obtain development steps in three different dimensions as shown in the 
figure below. Horizontal and vertical steps on interface specifications are denoted 
by H(Z) and V(Z), respectively; similarly H(M) and V( ) denote corresponding 
steps on module specifications, and R stands for realization. The nodes of the back 
and front face are interface and module specifications respectively. Figure 1 suggests 
that several different comlatibilities can be studied corresponding to different faces 
of this cube. Actually front and back faces correspond to compatibility of horizontal 
structuring with vertical development, discussed later in Section 3.2 for module and 
interface specifications, respectively. Left and right faces correspond to compatibility 
of realization with vertical development on both levels (see Corollary 3.8) while 
bottom and top faces correspond to compatibility of horizontal operations with 
realization (see Remark at the end of Section 3). 
H(I) 
0-o 
Fig. 1. Dimensions of mcdular development. 
1.6. Modular specij-ation development of a parts system 
In this section we show how to use interface and module specifications, 
structuring operations, vertical development steps given in the previous sections to 
design a parts system. The main component of such a sys 
which keep information about products and their 
of technical systems. Since a parts syste 
with about 25 user operatio 
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NOTATION: 
PARTS FYSE%l 
3 
1 
=--43--- 0 union 
composirion 1 
1 
i-TZz=1 
Fig. 2. Parts system design. 
Fig. 3. Refinement of bills of materials. 
The composition of the module specification ATOMIC PARTS with the union 
of the module specifications BILLS of materials and BAGS of keys yields the module 
specification PARTS SYSTEM, which is an exact realization of the interface 
specification PARTS SYSTEM (see Fig. 2). BAGS and ATOMIC PARTS are not 
refined in this paper. But bills of materials as specified by BILLS are refined by 
directed acyclic graphs (DAGS), which are then refined further in two consecutive 
s as shown in Fig. 3. 
ccording to Corollary 3.8, e module specification DAGS is also a realization 
of the interface specification ILLS, and the module specifications DAGSl and 
DAGS2 are realizations of the interface specification DAGS as wJ! as of BILLS 
he graphs in the module specification DAGS are specilied abstrxtly by adding 
nodes with labels and edges with quantity without using any component modules. 
Pn GS1 a graph is specified as a pair (set of labeled nodes, bag of weighted 
edges) from two component modules, where a set of labeled nodes is represented 
as a partial map from nodes to node labels and a 
as a set of ccnnecte 
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Fig. 4. Refinement from DAGSl to DAGS2. 
as a pair (set of labeled nodes, bag of weighted edges) from other component 
modules, where the set of labeled nodes and bag of weighted edges are represented, 
unlike in DAGSl, by different tables. 
It is not necessary to give the refinement step from DAGSl to DAGS2 explicitly, 
because it is a consequence of the compatibility of refinement with union and 
composition using refinement steps of the component module specifications of 
DAGSl to components of DAGS2 (see Fig. 4). However, a modified semantics 
including behavioral abstraction has to be considered; otherwise we only have weak 
refinements. 
2.1. Basic terminologv 
An equational specification SEC = (S, 
data sort symbols, operatio 
consists of se& 
ations respective 
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is a set of positive conditional equations. An a&&& 
specijicatiott, or short ecjfication, in the sequel is an equational or a conditional 
cases we talk of the set of equations 
that for each N: s .fs(sn)=+fs(s) in 
bIe from E2 with 
sn + s in OP. The operations 
to satisfy all equations in 
2). For each SPEC2-algebra A2, VJ forgets all base 
sets and operations no t in f(SPEC1). The resulting SPECI-algebra is called 
Vf(A2). FREEf transforms each SPECl-algebra Al to the SPEC2-algebra 
FREEJ( AI) which is freely generated by SPEC2 with respect to AL The free 
construction FREE.r is strongly persistent, if ‘i/r@ FREE_#l) = Al for all SPECl- 
algebras A 1. 
In categorical terminology the domains CA EC) are categories 
and the construction Vf and FREEsr are functors. For these and further categorical 
constructions like pushouts, adjoint functors and natural transformations we refer 
to [ 121 and standard textbooks in category theory like [2,24,25-J. 
We now give the formal definition of an interface specification for modules. Such 
an interface specification consists of a parameter part, export and import interface 
specifications and can be considered as a requirements pecification for mo-%dules 
while the design is given by a module specification. 
ebraic interface and module specifications 
( Interface specifica ti4bn ). (1) An interface specijication INT consists 
y of algebraic specifications PA the parameter part, EXP, the export 
interface, IMP, the import interface, and specification morphisms z : PAR+ EXP 
otation: INT = (PAR, EXP, IMP, e, i). 
f INT is given by the semantic domain 
), which are related by the forgetful functors V, : 
ecifica tion ) . ( 1) 
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ic specification , the body specification, and specification morphisms 
+ BOD and o : EXB-* BOD such that the diagram of Fig. 5 commutes, i.e. 
__^ - ~50 e = s 0 i. Notation: If we do not use the diag~arh notation of Fig. j -we -vviil use 
the linear notation M 
if the free functor 
functor SEM = Vt,o F 
nterpretation an 
unparameterized module. 
PAR ,A@ EXP 
i = 
iMP - BOD 
s 
Fig. 5. Module specification. 
cases. (1) If the parameter PAR is empty, we have an 
(2) A parameterized specification PSPEC (see [12]) corresponds to the special 
case PAR = IMP and EXP = BOD. 
(3) If we do not assume EXP = BOD but only PAR = IMP we obtain a parameter- 
ized specification with export interface. 
(4) The semantics SEM of MOD is a transformation from import into export 
algebras, i.e. export algebras are constructed from import algebras via the body 
specification. 
(5) Correctness of MOD means that each import algebra A E Cat( ) is protected 
after applying the free functor FREE,. This is an essential condition r correctness 
of parameter passing (see [12]) and it implies also protection of the parameter part, 
i.e. Vi(A) = V,oSEM(A). Note that each algebra ) is allowed as actual 
import, not only the initial one. 
2.3. Horizontal structuring operaiions 
In this paper, we give the formal definition of the horizontal o erations composi- 
tion, union, and actualization. 
( Compmition T 
of specification morphisms 
e242= hloil, is the 
0D3, el, ~‘0~2, i2oh2, h’oul) as shown in Fig. 6 where 
y textual replace 
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PAR3 = PAR1 ,eib EXPl = EXP3 
vl = 
Fig. 6. Composition of module specificatiorx 
morphisms h’ and s’. En categorical terminology, (1) is a pushout in CATS 
syntactic domain of specifications and specification morphisms. The composite 
module specification hIQD3 is denoted by MOD1 Oh MOD2. 
aterpretation. The specification morphism h 1: IMP1 + EXP2 matches the import 
interface IMP1 of MOD1 with the export interface EXP2 of MOD2. The moqhism 
h2: PAR1 + PAR2 and its compatibility with h 1 guarantees that the parameter 
structure is preserved, i.e. parameter parts are matched with parameter parts. The 
remaining import interface IMP2 becomes the import of MOD3 and the remaining 
export interface EXPl becomes the export of MOD3. The body BQD3 is the body 
BODl where sl(IMP1) is replaced by BuqD2. Note that EXP2-operations are not 
exported in the composition unless they are already; iric’itided In EXPl. To allow 
that h = (hl, h2) is a specification morphism and not just an inclusion, gives more 
syntactical flexibility to compose module specifications. 
By now, we have seen that the composition of two module specifications MQDl 
0D2 is again a module specification MOD3 on the syntactical evel. But the 
following fact states, that correctness of MOD1 and MOD2 implies that of MOD3, 
and that the semantics of MOD3 can be given in terms of the composition of the 
semantics of MQDl and MQD2. 
(Correctness and compositiona1il.y). Given mod& s;r-&dons MODj 
(j = 1,2,3) with MOD3 = MQDlo,,MOD2 . for somepair h = (hl, h2) of specification 
morphisms. Then we have: 
for j = 1,2,3 are related by 
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The proof of this fact is an immediate consequence sf the Extension Lemma in 
[12] and is given in [3]* 
In order to define the union operation on module specifications, we first need 
some other notions. 
Module speci$cation morphism and categories). Given module 
Dj = (PARj, EXPj, IMPj, BODj, ej, sj, ij, vj) for j = 1,2 we define: 
(1) _A module spec$cation morphism f: MODl + MOD2 is given by a 4-tuple 
f = (fp, JE, fi , fu) of specification morphisms uch that all squares in Fig. 7 commute. 
PAR1 -L EXPI 
il 
vl 
I 
PAR2 v EXP2 
IMP1 
i2 
v2 
IMP2 L BQD2 
s2 
Fig. 7. Module specification morphism. 
(2) A module specification morphism f: MOD1 + MOD2 is called coherent, if we 
have yfBoFREE2 = FREE1 0 Vfr where FREEj is the free functor of MODj along sj 
for j= 1,2 and v&, I+-, the forgetful functors corresponding to .fR resp. fi. 
(3) We distinguish the following categories: 
(i) CAT : category of module specifications and module specification 
morphisms, 
(ii) C c: category of correct module specifications and coherent module 
specification morphisms. 
S. A module specification morphism is called injective, surjective, resp. 
bijective if all component specification morphisms have this property. An isomorph- 
ism of module specifications turns out to be a bijective module specification morph- 
ism. I he composition of module specification morphisms is given by componentwise 
composition of the corresponding specification morphisms. It is easy to show that 
the composition is again a module specification morphism and that the CG 
t mor again coherent. This means that we obtain 
and c as defined in part (3). Coherence im 
semantics of both module specifications are compatible with each other. 
( &Con). Given module specificatio 
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is the pushout of the module specification morphisms fl and f2 in Fig. 8, i.e. the 
components PAR3, EXP3, IMP3 and BOD3 are pushout objects in the category 
CAT SPEC of the corresponding components of fl and f2, and e3, s?, i3 and v3 
are the uniquely in uced specification morphisms. 
6DO is the intersection of MOD1 and MOD2 in each component 
inclusions then MOD3 is the union of MOD1 and MOD3 in 
therwise the common parts of ODl and MO 2 which are not 
in MOD0 are duplicated in MOD3. 
MOD0 
MOD1 MOM 
MOD3 
Fig. 8. Union. 
ition 2.7 (Actualization). Given a module specification MOD = (PAR, 
EXP, IMP, BOD, e, s, i, v) a parameterized specification PSPECl = (PARl, 
ACTl), and a snecification morphism h : PAR-, ACTl, called parameter passing 
morphism, the actualization MOD1 of MOD by PSPECl and h, written 
MOD1 = MO&(PSPECl), is the module specification MOD1 = (PARl, 
EXPl, IMPl, BODl, e 1, s I, il, vl) constructed as foilows. The specifications 
EXPl, IMPl, BODl of MOD1 are constructed as p~shouis in CATSPEC in the 
top, left, and right square of Fig. 9, respectively. The specification morphisms 
e0, sl, i0, and vl are induced by the pushout constructions,while l and il are the 
compositions el = eOoj and il = iOoj with the inclusionj : PAR1 + ACT1 of PSPECl. 
ACT1 - EXPl 
I 
I 
e0 
I 
Fig. 9. Actualization. 
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Re s and interpretatio The actualized module specification MOD1 receives its 
parameter PAR1 from the parameterized specification PSPEC1 = (PARl, ACTl). If 
PAR1 is the empty specification we have the case of standard parameter passing 
with a single specification ACT1 which leads to nonparameterized module 
specification. In both cases EXP, IMP, and BOD of OD are actualized by ACT1 
via h. This means that EXPl, I PI, and BODl are obtained from EXP, IMP, and 
BOD by replacing the formal parameter PAR by the actual parameter ACTl. In 
particular actualization can provide export, import and body with generating 
operations for all domains of parameter sorts. 
efinment and realization constructions 
In this section, we study the concepts refinement of interface and module 
specifications and realization of interfaces by modu!es. 
3.1. ReJinemen t constructions 
The main idea of a refinement of a given version MOD1 of a module specification 
is to give a more detailed and perhaps more efficient version MOD2 of this module 
specification. More detailed means that we allow additional sorts, operations and 
equations in the parameter, export and import interface epecifications. More 
efhciency may be obtained using a more efficient construct& 1:q the body. But how 
should the new refinement version MOD2 be related to the old version MODl? 
According to our motivation above we could require that parameter, import and 
export interface specifications of MOD1 are included in those of MOD2, but an 
inclusion of the bodies would be too restrictive in view of the possibility to have 
different constructions. If we want to allow for parameter and interfaces also some 
kind of renaming within the refinement step from MOD1 to MOD2, it would make 
sense to define a refinement r : MOD1 + MOD2 as a triplet r = ( yp, rE, r,) of injective 
specification morph&s +: P,%Rl -? W&2, :E : E?W + EXP2, and rI : IMP1 + IMP2. 
From a mathematical point of view it is convenient to drop also the injectivity 
assumption because the theory becomes simpler and more general, and injective 
morphisms can be studied as a special case. In both cases such a refinement 
establishes only a syntactical relationship between parameter and interface 
specifications of MCDl and MOD2. But it is important to consider also semantical 
compatibility. In this case we speak of a coherent refinement which establishes a 
rather strong connection between MOD1 and 0D2. For some pract 
tions, however, coherent refinements are too restrictive such that it m 
also study general refinements. Actually we are aware of the 
there are also other kinds of intuitively meaning 
by our notions. For this reason some var 
sformation, are c sidered in Theo 
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R~~~~~ 3. (Refinement). (1) Given module specifications MODj = 
(PARj, EXPj, IMPj, SODj, ej, sj, ij, vj) for j = 1,2 we define: a module specijcation 
rejenement, sh0i-t ODl + MOD2 is given by a 3-triplet Y = ( rp, rE. Y,) 
of specification mor hat all squares in Fig. 10 commute. A refinement 
r: Mr)DI --, MCJDL is called coherent if we have V.&E 
SEMj is the sema tics of MGDj for j = 1,2 and VrE, o/,, are the forgetful functors 
corresponding to rE_ resp. rI. 
PAR1 
el 
@EXPl 
1MP2 )BOD2 
s2 
Fig. 10. Refinement tif module specification. 
(2) Let interface specifications (PARj, EXPj, IMPj, ej, ij) for j = 1,2 be given. An 
interface specijication refinement r: INTl + INT2 is given by a triplet r(rp, rE, r,) of 
specification morphism rp. - PAR1 + PAR2, rE: EXPl + EXP2 and rI : IMP1 -) IMP2 
such that the syntactical conditions 
i20rp= r&l and e20rp= rEoel 
hold. 
(3) We rlisGyr&h th euau.. G.ae fol!o~kkg categories: 
(i) : category of module specifications and refinements, 
(ii) c: category of correct module specifications and coherent 
refinements, 
(iii) I : category of interface specifications and interface specification 
. This refinement of module (and interface) specification is reflexive and 
transitive, and compatible with conrposition, actualization and union. Formally we 
only state the compatibility with composition in this paper; for details about 
actualization and union see [IO]. 
(Compatibility of refinement with composition). (1) Given refinements 
= 1, d -deJined compositions MOD3 = 
3’ = O/i 2’ then we also have the following 
iizduced rejnemen t 
3’ with r3 = (rip, rlE, r2,) 
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provided that the following compatibility qf morphisms (see bold face in Fig. 11) 
(*) hl’orl,=r2Eoh1 and h2’orlr=r2poh2. 
(2) If the module specifications MODi, . ODi’ for i = 1,2 are correct and the 
rejnements rl, r2 are coherent then also MOD3 and MOD3’ are correct and the 
induced refinement r3: MOD3 + MOD3’ is coherent under the same conditions as 
above. 
Proof. (1) Due to our assumptions the diagram in Fig. 11 commutes. This implies 
that r3 = ( rlP, rlE, r2!) is a refinement r3 : MOD3 + MOD3’. 
(2) Correctness of MOD3 and MOD3’ are given by correctness of composition 
(see Fact 2.4). Under the given assumptions r3 : MOD3 + MOD3’ is coherent because 
we have: 
SEM3o V,.z, = SEPdilo &GEM20 VF2, (by compositionality, see Fact 2.4( 2)) 
= SEMlo V,,,o V,z,~SEM2’ (by coherence of r2, see 
Definition 3. B (1)) 
= SEMlo V&o V,,&EM2’ (by assumption ( * )) 
= V,,,oSEMl’o V,,,-SEM2’ (by coherence of rl, see 
Definition 3.1( 1)) 
= F/:,E GEM3 (by compositionality, see 
Fact 2.4(2)) Cl 
As a first step towards general horizontal operations we present he abstract syntax 
for some specific examples. 
PAR1 PAR1 F EXPl 
Fig. 11. Compatibility of refinement with composition. 
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3.2. Cuqxztr’bility of eaations with vertical development s eps 
We have mentioned already in the re mark after Definition 3.1 that the operations 
composition, union, and actualization on module specifications are compatible with 
refinements in and C c. In addition to refinement it is also interesting 
to study other ki s of vertical development steps like simulation, functorial 
refinement and functorial simulation which are explicitly introduced in [9, lo]. 
A simulation corresponds to a refinement from MODI to QD2 where the 
direction of the specification morphisms between parameter and import parts is 
reversed. This means that the semantics of MOD1 can be simulated by that of 
MOD2 composed with corresponding forgetful functors. Conc;erning composition 
and union we have similar compatibility results for Amulation as in the case of 
refinement. For actualization, however, we have to impose restrictions for some of 
the morphisms involved in simulation. 
Other vertical development steps are based on concepts of transformation of 
specifications. The idea of such a transformation is to bridge the gap between high 
level requirements pecifications and low level design specifications. This IS currently 
one of the main research topics in algebraic specification [5]. Although there is up 
to now no general satisfactory solution, it seems quite reasonable that such a notion 
for a formation SPECl to SPEC2 should be based on a functor 
F:Cat C2) + Cat( 1) between the corresponding categories in the opposite 
direction. 
Our notions of functorial reJnements and functorial simulation of modules are 
based on such general ideas of transformations of specifications between the corre- 
sponding parameter , export and import parts. In fact, we are able to generalize all 
constructions and results for refinements and simulation to the case of functorial 
refinements and functorial simulation. 
For all these different development steps a formal framework is given in Section 
4 and general compatibility properties are studied in Section 5. In Section 6 the 
results concerning all the vertical deveiopment steps discussed above are summarized 
as an application of the general theory in Section 6. 
3.3. Realization constructions 
In this section, we study the connection between interface and module 
specifications given by different kinds of realization constructions. Realizations are 
necessary at some point in software development of modules and n? Ailar systems 
in order to proceed from requirement o design specifications \v:IlicG correspond to 
interface and module specifications, respectively. The simplest case of realization 
is an exact realization where the interface specification of the realizing module 
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to show that realizations are closed under composition with refinements of interface 
specifications on one side and of module specifications on the other side. 
In the class of all exact realizations of a given interface specification there is 
always an initial and a terminal realization. Unfortunately both of them are not 
leading to correct module specifications in general, but they are useful for some 
technical constructions which do not have any correct exact realization. But for 
each interface specification I NT there is at least a general realization from INT to 
some correct module specification MO This is another motivation to consider 
general realizations and nat only exact ones. oreover we discuss the problem 
under which csnditions thlere are correct exact realizations. 
In order to obtain realization of interconnecrivirs of interface specifications from 
realizations of the components it is necessary to have compatibility of realizations 
with operations on interface and module specifications. This problem will be dis- 
cussed in this section and solved in Section 5. 
nition 3.3 (Realization). (1) Given a module specification MOD = 
(PAR, EXP, IMP, BOD, e, s, i, v), the interface specijication I(kIOD) of MOD is 
given by I(MOD) = (PAR, EXP, IMP, e, i). 
(2) An exact realization of an interface specification INT is a module specification 
MOD with INT being the interface specification I(MOD) of MOD, i.e. I(MOD) = 
INT. 
(3) A realization r: INT+ MOD’ of an interface specijkation INT = (PAR, EXP, 
IMP, e, i) by a module specification MOD’ = (PAR’, EXP’, IMP’, BOD’, e’, s’, 
i’, v’) is given by a 3-tuple r = ( rp, rE, r ) of specification morphisms rp : PAR + PAR’, I 
rE: EXP-, EXP’, and rI: IMP-, IMP’ such that i’orp= r,oi and e’oI.p= +‘e, i.e. the 
diagram in Fig. 12 commutes. 
e ) EXP 
IMP’ BOD 
Fig. 12. Rea!kation. 
s. (I) A realization r: INT+ 
rp, rE, and rI are identities. 
(2) A realization r 
refinement r: INT-, I( 
c 
’ is exact if we have = I( D’) an 
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a module specification MOD’ instead of an interface specification I(MOD’). Each 
realization r : INT+ MOD’ can LC Lznsidered as a composition of an interface 
specification refinement r: INT-, I(MOD’) with an exact realization 
ex( MOD’) : I(MOD’) + MOD’, i.e. r = ex(MOD’)o r’. 
Theorem 3.4 (Initial and final realization). (1) For each interface speci$cation INT = 
(PAR, EXP, IMP, _* p ij there are two distinguished exact realizations; 
( ) a 
(b) 
‘Tl?e initial realization IR( INT) given by IR( INT) = (PAR, EXP, IMP, 
ROD, e, s, i, v), where ROD, s, and v are defined (similar to Fig. 6) by the 
pushout construction i  the category CATSPEC ofspecifications and spec$cation 
morphisms as shown in Fig. 113. 
PAR e EXP 
i 
+ 
(PO) V 
I 
Fig. 13. Initial realization. 
The final realization FR(INT) given by FR(INT) = 
(PAR, EXP, IMP, FINAL, e, s, i, v), where FINAL is thecfinal object in CAT- 
SPEC and s and v the unique morphisms  : IMP-, FINAL, v : EXP-, FINAL 
in to the final object. AS=C’“_*~~~ ..I_ 
(2) The initial and final realizations constructed above can be extended uniquely to 
functors ( i.e. also to be defined on re,finement ): 
00 
(b) 
(4 
(3) 
EFI + CATREF, called initial realization functor, satisfying IO IR = 
ID CATREF, 3 and 
EFI + CATREF, called final realization functor, satisfying IO FR = 
where the functor 
- CATREF,, called interface functor, is defined on objects as in 
Definition 3.3( 1) and for each morphism rM : MOD-, MOD’ in CA’T 
I (rM) = t-1 with rIP = rMP, rIE = rME and r;, = rM, . 
In general the initial and final reali zation constructions IR( I NT) and FR( INT) 
are not correct module specifications. 
Remark. There are interface specifications INT such that there is no correct exact 
realization MOD of INT (see Counterexample 3.5). The initial (resp. terminal) 
realization functor is left (resp. right) adjoint and right inverse (see Theorem 3.4(2a) 
and (2b)) to the interface functor such that IIR (resp. F ) corresponds to a free 
(resp. minimal) realization in the se se of automata and systems theory (see 
and Definition .2 and Theorem 4.3). 
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roof. (1) The initial realization IR(INT) and the final realization FR(INT) are 
exact realizations because we have by construction I(IR(INT)) = INT and 
I( FR( INT)) = I NT. It remains to show the existence of a final object in e. 
Let us consider the specification FINAL consisting of a single sort SO, a single n-ary 
operation N : SO" + SO for each n E IV, and the set of all pairs (tl, e2) of terms over 
this signature as equations. FINAL is a final object in CATS EC, because for each 
specification SPEC i C there is a unique specification morphism f: SPEC + 
FINAL mapping ea o SO and each operation with n arguments to N : SO" + 
SO. Note that the initial object in CATS is the empty specification 0. But we 
cannot take BOD =@ in the initial realization, because there are no morphisms 
s:IMP+w and u:EXP+fl in general. 
(2) The functors IR and FR are defined on objects as in part ( 1) and on morphisms 
v:INT+INT’ in C EFr we define IR(r)=rMP:IR(INT)+IR(INT’) and 
FR(r) = rM2: Fr(INT)+ FR(INT’) with rMlx = rM2x = rx for X = P, E, and I. In 
this way we obtain functors satisfying (2a) and (2b) and the extension to morphisms 
is uniquely determined by these properties. 0 
Counterexample 3.5 b ~Gwr~ct exact realizations). Let us consider the interface 
specification INT, shown in Fig. 14, which will be shown to have no correct exact 
realization MOD, with SPECO = ({SO}, 0,0), SPECl = ({SO}, {CO: + SO}, 0) and 
inclusion in resp. identity id. 
SPECO dSPEC1 
INT: id 
SPECO 
Fig. 14. 
For any exact realization MOD of 1NT given by Fig. 15, we have a sort sl and 
a constant symbol c 1: + sl in BOD with f(s0) = g(s0) = sP and g(c0) = cl. For the 
initial algebras TSPEc and the free functor FREE.,.: 
at( ,) = THoI,, because free functors 
colimits and especially initial objects. Now we have ( THo&, # (b because of cl : + s 1 
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SPECO -At+ SPECl 
SPECO f 
ii+ BOD 
Fig. 15. 
heore .6 (Correct realizations). Given an arbitrary interface specijkation PNT = 
(PAR, EXP, IMP, e, i) we have: 
(1) There is Q correct modulespecification MOD1 and a realization r : INT- MODl. 
(2) A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the existence of a correct exact 
realization MOD of INT is given by: For each parameter sort s with nonvoid sort 
e(s) in EXP also i(s) is nonvoid in IMP. (Note that a sort s in SPEC is called void 
if there is no term without variables in SPEC of sort s). 
(3) A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for the existence of a correct exact 
realization MOD of INT is given by: The free functor FREE, : Cat( PAR) + Cat( EXP) 
is persistent. 
. Presently it is an open problem to find conditions which are necessary and 
su%cient for the existence of correct exact realizations. 
roe%. (1) Take r = (e, id, el) and construct IMP1 together with el and il as pushout 
in (1) of Fig. 16, showing the realization r: INT+ MODl. MOD1 is correct because 
FREEid = IDCat(,bipl) is persistent. 
(2) The proof in Counterexample 3.5 can be generalized to show that the given 
condition is necessary. Unfortunately it is not yet sufficient which can be seen by 
another counterexample. Let PAR contain two sorts s 1 and s2 with constants cl 
and c2, respectively, where sl and s2 but not cl and c2 are identified by e : PAR-, 
P = PAR and identity i : PAR+ IMP. Then for each exact realization MOD 
the morphism s : IMP+ ROD identifies sl and s2 leading to a nonpersistent functor 
PAR e EXP 
\ 
e 
i 
EXP EXP 
Fig. IO. 
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FREE,$. 1On the other hand it is easy to give a suficient condition for the existence 
of a correct exact realization MOD of INT: The free functor FREE, : Cat(PAR) + 
) is persistent. 
(3) If the sufficient condition is satisfied the initial realization IR(INT) given in 
Definition 3.3 is correct because persistency of free functors is preserved under 
pushouts. It is easy to see that the sufficient condition is not necessary. Replace the 
import specification SPECO in Example 3.5 by SPECl then we obtain an interface 
specification INTl which does not satisfy the sufficient condition above, but with 
BODl = SPEC 1 we obtain a correct exact realization MODI1 of INTL 0 
Definition 3.7 (Composition of realization with re$nements). Given an interface 
specification refinement rI = (rZ,, rIE, I$) : INT’+ INT, a realization Y = 
( TP, YE* q): INT-, MOD, and a module specification refinement rM = 
(rMp, rME, rM,): MOD + MOD‘, then the composition of r with r% and rM9 whiten 
rMoror1: INT’+ MOD’, is a realization rMvv=l = r’= (r:, rL, ri) from INT’ to 
MOD’ with rk = rMxorXvIX for X = P, E, I. 
and interpretation. (1) Note that realizations cannot be composed with 
each other but only with refinements of interface specifications on one side and 
refinements of module specifications on the other side. This is due to the fact that 
realizations are morphisms between objects of different categories in the sense of 
F-morphisms (see [ 111). 
(2) The fact that the composition of a realization r with refinements rl and rM 
as above is defined leading to a new realization rM 0 rorl shows compatibility of 
realizations with refinements on interface and module specifications. 
Corollary 3.8 (Compatibility of realization with refinement). Let INT req. MOD 
be the class of all interface resp. module specijcations and REAL: INTx MOD-, Sets --_ 
be the function assigning to each INTE INT and MOD E MOD the set 
REAL(INT, MOD) of all realizations r: INTd MOD. 7hen compatibility of realiz- 
ations with re$nements can be expressed by the fact that the function REAL 
ed to a functor REAL: C + Sets dejned 6.) 
rM 0 ro rl for rl, rM, r, an in Definition 3.7. 
Proof. Note that the object classes of the categories CATREFl and CATREF are 
INT and MOD, respe :tively. The functor properties of REAL follow immediately -- 
from the definition of composition in Defkition 3.7. 
(a) REAL(idlNT, idM0&9 = idILIOboroidlNT= r = idRt-AL.(INT.IMOI))(T), 
(b) REAL( rlorI’, 
))W 0 
( Compatibility res Its for realization ). 
ave discussed already the fact that realizatio 
wing D2finitiot-i 
with refinement. 
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Similar to different kinds of refinements and simulations as discussed in Section 1.3 
there are also more general kinds of realizations. Corresponding compatibility results 
can also be expressed y the existence of a suitable functor (see Section 4 for general 
treatment). 
Moreover we wi blem under which conditions realization is compat- 
ible with operations on inte ce and module specifications. In the case of the 
composition 0 tion, we are able to show that for given compositions INT3 = 
INTI ohINT2, D3 = MODl9JVIQD2, and realizations rl : INTl~ MODI, and 
r2 : INT2 + MOD2 there is an induced realization r3 : INT3 + MOD3 provided that 
suitable compatibility conditions for some specification mosphisms (see ( * ) in 
Theorem 3.2) are satisfied. Moreover there is a general pormulation for such compati- 
bility conditions. We will give sufficient conditions, which are satisfied for all basic 
operations studied in Section 2, that allow us to conclude compatibility of realization 
with a matching pair @Pi, OPJ from compatibility of OPM with refinement (see 
Theorem 5.11). 
. Categcsrfzai framework for the development of module s 
In this section we introduce the notion of development categories providing a 
categorical framework for the developmrnt of module.specifications. The idea of a 
development category from a practical point of view is to represent all stages of the 
development of module specifications as objects and all development steps as 
morphisms in this category. The stages of development include different versions 
of interface and module specifications and the developmeni steps include refinements 
rl : INTl + INTO between interface specifications, realizations r0: INTO + MOD0 of 
interface by module specifications, and refinements rM : MOD0 + MOD1 between 
module specifications. 
The categorical framework allows a unified approach for different kinds of 
interface and module specifications and also for various kinds of development steps, 
like refinement, simulation, transformation and corresponding kinds of realizations. 
For this purpose we assume to have categories of interface and 
module specifications, respectively, where the morphisms are called abstract 
refinements. Abstract realizations of interface by module specifications are represen- 
ted by sets PEA L(INT, MOD) of abstract realizations, written r : INT+ MOD, for 
all specifications INT in Compatibility of E’ostract realiz- 
ets (see Corollary 3.8). If abstract 
realizations Y : 1 NT -+ D can be reduced to abstract refinements of interface 
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4.1. General assumptions 
Let us assume for this section that we have: 
(1) INT and MOD are classes of interface and module specifications, respectively. 
(2) and are categories with object classes INT and MOD, respectively, 
where the morphisms are given by suitable triplets r = (+, rE, ri) of specification 
morphisms. The morphisms in INT (resp. ) are called abstract reJinement of 
interface (resp. module) specifications. Sets is the category of sets and Sets the class 
of all sets. 
(3) A function REAL: INTx MOD+ Sets, where for each INTE INT and MOD E -- 
MOD an elrment r E REAL( INT, MOD), written Y : INT-, MOD, is called abstract -* 
retidization and is given by a suitable triplet r = (r p, r E, r,) of specification morphisms. 
If rp, rE, and rI are identities then r is called exact realization. 
(4) A function I : MOD -) INT, called interface construction, which assigns to each 
MODE MOD the corresponding interface specification I(MOD) E INT (see -_ _ 
Definition 3.3). 
Remarks and examples. This abstract framework includes the cases tudied in Section 
2 where IXT and are the categories C I and CA of all interface 
specifications with refinements and all module specifications with refinements, 
respectively. But MOD can also be the category CATRE& of all correct module 
specifications a,?d coherent refinements. Moreover the morphisms in INT and MOD 
may be simulations in the sense of Section 3.2. With slight modifications of the 
assumptions- considering the components of abstract refinements and realizations 
to be functors instead of specification morphisms-this framework can also be 
applied to functorial refinements and functorial simulations as discussed 
in Section 3.2. 
4.2. Abstract realizations 
The class REAL. of‘ abstract realizations can be chosen to be the class of all 
realizations (see Corollary 3.8) or a class of abstract realizations compatible with 
simulations, functorial refinements or functorial simulations (see Section 3.2). 
De ion 4.1 ( Compatibility, composition, and reducibility of abstract realiz- 
ations). Given the general assumptions of Section 4.1 we define: 
(1) REAL is called compatible with abstract rejnements in the 
function REAL : I NT x OD+ Sets can be extended to a functor x --- 
ets. 
(2) In this case the composition rM 0 ro ij of an abstract realiz 
with abstract re nements rr : IN an 
is defined by rMororI = REAL( r,, rM)( r) E REAL( IN 
act redixatiasn rhl 0 ~‘0 rI : 1 NT’ + 
reover REAL is callecl,reducible to (resp. ) if we have: .* 
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(a) There is an exact realization in REAL of the form 
ex(MOD): I(MOD) + MOD for each MOD in MO 
as in Section 4.1(4) 
Tj: INT+ R(INT) for each INT in ) 
in MOD). 
(b) For all abstract realizations r : INT+ MOD there is a unique abstract 
refinement 
rI: INT-, [(MO (resp. rM : R(INT) + MO 
such that we have exMODo rI = r (resp. rM” exINT = r) (Fig. 17). 
IYT 
r r IvmD 
Fig. 17. 
retation. (1) Compatibility of REAL with abstract refinements 
means that abstract realizations are closed under composition 
with abstract refinements as defined in part (2). 
(2) Reversing the arguments in Definition 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 the composition 
rM” t-or1 in part (2) is well-defined because by part (l), REAL can be extended to 
a functor. 
(3) Reducibility of REAL to means that each abstract realization r : INT+ 
MOD can be represented uniquely by an abstract refinement r' : INT-, I(MOD) in 
(4) Compatibility and reducibility of realization is shown in Corollarv 4.4. I 
(Interface and realization functor). Given the general assumptions of 
( I > An interface functor I : -+ is a functor which extends the interface 
construction I : MOD-, INT and I( rM) is the restriction of rM to the corresponding - - 
interface parts for all abstract refinements r
(2) A realization functor is a functor R : I which is right illverse to 1. 
a (I) The interface funct 
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(2) The reaiization functor R : IN is right inverse to I : -_) , i.e. 
Ia R = IDINT, if i is already a functor, otherwise the realization construction 
is assumed to be right inverse to I: + INT. 
and realization functors are the interface functor 
I, the initial realization 1R: w , and the 
final realization FR : F defined in Theorem 3.4. 
e0re (Associativity of abstract realizations, interface an realization func- 
tars). Given the general assumptions in Section 4.1 and compatibiiity of REAL with 
as in Definition 4.2( 1) we have: 
ion of abstract realizations as deJined in Definition 4.1(2) is associative 
(see Remark (1)). 
(2) If in addition REAL is reducible to terface 
construction 1: MOD -* I NT ( resp. realiza tio has a - - 
unique extension to an interface ( resp. realization ) functor I ( resp. 
R: ) which are deJined as follows: 
( ) a 
(b) 
(3) 
For each rM : MOD -) MOD’ in I(rM): I(MOD)+ I(MOD’) istheunique 
abstract reJinemen t in suchthatwehaverMoex(MOD)=ex(MOD’)oI(r,). 
Foreach ri: IN%+ TNT’ in R ( r,) : R (I NT) + R (I NT’) is the unique abstract 
re$nemen t in such that we have R(r,)oex(INT)=ex(lNT’)or, (Fig. “13). 
7% is implies L is natural isomorphic to the functor 
Q~INT(-, I-) (resp. OP~&R-, -)) where 
morphism functor associated with the category 
Fig. 18. 
If REAL is reducible to and we have the following natural isomorph- 
isms of functors: 
MOD( R-, -) = REAL(-, -) 
which implies that the realization functor is left adjoint to the interface functor 
ssociativity of abstract realizatio s rMl~(rM~r~r~)Orlf= 
I 
9 
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(2) The construction of the functor I : NT (resp. R : ) as 
given in part (2) is well known in category theory as a solution of a (co)universal 
problem defined b the runctor REAL (see [26,111]) or defined by ac”joint functors 
I and R. 
proof. (1) Associativity of abstract realizations as given explicitly in Remark (1) 
follows from the fact that REAL: INToP x +Sets is a functor and hence 
compatible wit composition I and (see Corollary 3.8): 
REAE( rr 3 Ir, rM” rM) = REAL( ri* 3 rM’) 0 REAL( rI , TM). 
(2) Existence and uniqueness of I(rM) follows from the ?niversa! properties in 
Definition 4.1(3) by standard arguments of category theory. Since the components 
of the exact realizations ex( MOD) and ex( MOD’) are identities (see Section 4.1( 3)) 
we have that I(rM) is the restriction of rM such that 1 is an interface functor (see 
Definition 4.2( 1)). The reducibility of REAL, to INT implits a bije correspon- 
dence REAL( INT, MOD) = Mor,,,(INT, I(MOD)) for all INT in and MOD 
in QD which is compatible with morphisms in INT and MOD !:ading to the 
natural isomorphism of the functors REAL and orI& -, I-). By similar arguments 
the corresponding properties for the realization construction R can be shown 
provided that REAL is reducible to MOD. Finally R is right inverse to I and hence 
a realization functor (see Definition 4.2(2)) because the components of ex( INT) 
and ex( INT’) are identities (see Section 4.1(3)). 
(3) The natural isomorphism between all three functors is a direct consequence 
of part (2). The induced natural isomorphism stated in Theorem 4.3(3) implies that 
the functors R and Z are adjoint functors. Cl 
Corollary 4.4 (Compatibility and reducibility of realization). (1) Realization is 
compatible with interface and module specification rejnements as well as with coherent 
( resp. R-cohoren t ) module specijka tion rejnemen ts. 
(2) Realization is reducible to interface and module specification re$nements. 
emarks. Using the terminology of Definition 4.1 this means for the class REAL 
of all realizations: 
ith refinements in the categories 
(2) REAL is reducible toc&,TREF (but not to C c) using the initial or 
final realization construction IR resp. FR given in Theorem 3.4 leading to interface 
and realization functors as stated in Theorem 4.3. 
roof. Follows immediately from Corollary 3.8, Remark (2) following efinition 
3.3 and Definition 4.1. q 
4.3. euelopmen t ca tegorier 
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(1) The development category 
objects the disjoint union of the classes INT and MOD, i.e. objects 
INT+ MOD, and as morphisms the disjoint union of morphisms in 
and all abstract realizations in REAL, i.e. 
Mor,,v(INT’, INT) = Mor,,,(INT’, INT), 
MorDEV( INT, MOD) =I REAL( INT, MOD), 
MorDEv( MOD, MOD’) = MorMOD( MOD, MOD’) 
for all INT, INT’E and MOD, MOD’r Mob 
The identities in and the compositio 
between morphis by composition in . 
) and for all other morphisms in EV as defined in Definition 4.1(l), 
i.e. YM” r” r1 = REAL( ri , 
(3) The morphisms of are called development steps. 
emarks and interpretation. (1) The development category combines interface and 
module specifications and the corresponding development steps, which are abstract 
refinements in and abstract realiza 
ment category constructed from 
REAL + Sets is a special case of a general construction, called connection category 
G&- which can be constructed for each functor F: GoPx + Sets (see [ 26,111 
The object class of the connection category is the disjoint ion of those of’ G, 
and all F-morphisms f: G + K, i.e. f~ F( G, K), for all objects G in G and K in 
K. The composition is defined by that in G and and for F-morphisms f: G + K, 
and morphisms g in G and k in by kofog=Fk,k) U-h 
5. Compatibility of horizontal structuring wit 
In this section we extend the categorical framework of Section 4 considering 
operations on interface and rr lo-Cule specifications. The main problem of this section 
is to study compatibility of these operations with all kinds of development steps in 
the corresponding development categories. These compatibility results are interesting 
from a practical point of view (see Section 1.5) and from a theoretical point of view. 
From a mathelm; tical point of view it is interesting whether there is a general 
framework to formulate and prove all the compatibility results mentioned in Section 
1.5. We have already introduced in Section 3 categories and ol interface 
and module specifications, respectively, with abstract refinements as morphisms. 
We have seen that compatibility of abstract realizations with abstract refinements 
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operations QP, and 0 M on interface and module specifica 
steps in the corresponding categories can be expressed by the fact that 
OPM can be exten to partial functors on these categories. 
bility results can e summarized by the fact that the ind 
(OP1, OP,J can be extended t a partial functor on the corresponding development 
er to guarantee all the compatibility properties for a pair 
rations, we introduce the notion and construction of fu rial 
ich means that OP, is a functorial restriction of OPM. are 
able to show under weak additional assumptions that compatibility of OP,,,, with 
abstract refinements implies the existence of a functorial restriction OP1 of QPM 
such that all compatibility properties are satisfied. 
In order to do that, we have to give a general notion for operations on module 
s which covers the basic operations composition, union, and actualiz- 
ation and several others. Roughly speaking, a general operation OP on module 
specifications constructs from a given n-tuple MODI,. . . , MODE of module 
specifications together with a suitable connecting diagram D of specification morph- 
isms a resulting module specificatZsn MOD0 = OP(MOD1, . . . , MODn, D). 
5.1, Abstract syntax of module specification and composition 
The abstract syntax of interface specifications, module specifications, composition 
and other horizontal operatioiis caa rbe given by directed graphs with colored nodes. 
The colors indicate the kinds of specifications, which are assigned after interpretation 
(see Definition 5.1): P, Pi are parameter specifications, E, Ei export specifications, 
1, Ii import specifications, B, Bi body specifications, and the directed arcs denote 
the specification morphisms between corresponding specifications. Then the abstract 
syntax is as shown in Fig. 19. In a similar way the abstract syntax of actualization 
and union of modules can be given. 
These directed graphs, which we call schemes in the sequel, can be interpreted 
in 9 the syntactic domain of specifications and specification morphisms. 
PI,-+ El 
/ 
Il- Bl 
P E2 
Fig. IO. Ahstrw syntax d’s 
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Such an interpretation maps every node of a specification of 
and every arc to a specification morphism of The image of an 
tion of a scheme S in is then a diagram of a module specification, 
interface specificatio or a horizontal operation abstractly described by S. 
nition (Schemes and interpretations). A scheme S is a directed graph with 
colored nodes. A subscheme S’ of S is a (co10 ) subgraph of S. An 
interpretation (or diagram) D of scheme S in is a function D : S + 
CA C. The application of D to a subscheme S’ of S, written D(S), is given by 
the image of the function Do I: S’+@ , where I: S’+ S is the inclusion 
from S’ to Lz”. 
. (1) For each scheme S there is mall category 
u(S) : S + S such that for the category CATS C there is a uniqu 
CA with D*w(S) = D. In this case the small category is called scheme 
category of S or free category over S. 
(2) TherP is a bi jective correspondence between diagrams f9 : S + and 
C, such that our definition of diagram is compatible with 
agrams in category theory. Hence diagrams of scheme S 
e considered to be objects of the functor category 
C), where the morphisms are natural transformations. 
5.2. General dejinition of horizontal operations 
Schemes and their i-*- hrerpretations are used to give a general definition of a 
horizontal operation on module specifications, which covers at least the notions of 
composition, union, and actualization. In each case we have given an n-tuple of 
module specifications MODI,. . . ) MOIM which are connected by some 
specification morphisms between suitable components of MODl, . . . , MODn. For 
each operation there is a. specific scheme SD tdlling in which way these modules 
are connected. In a similar way we can define operations on interface specifications. 
(Horizontal operations on module and interface qecifications). (1) Let 
be given with subschemes Slhl, . . . , SnM for dule specifications 
tions DM of scheme S&,, in 
corresponding to SiM for i = 0,. . . , n. The 
. . ..Sn.,SOM) is a 
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is a partial function P,:INTlx l . . x INTn x Q + INTO which is defined for 
INTi E lNTi (i = 1,. . . , ~1) and 
i=l,..., 
I E El if and only if we have Q( Si) = !d N 
ntal operation OPM is correctness preserving, if for correct argu- 
livets correct module specifications. An operation OPW is called 
e semantics of the result of this operation can be constructed 
from the semantics o arguments (see e.g. Fact 2.4(2) for the operation composi- 
tier ), An operation is called clean, if it is compositional and correcfness 
preserving. 
(Composition as partial functor). (1) Composition of module 
is an operation of type (Sl, S2, SD, SO) and domains (MOD, 
MOD, Lp, MOD), i.e. a partial function COMP: MOD x MOD xIJ+ MOD where P - 
S 1, S2, and SO are module specification schemes (see Fig. 19(a)), SD is the composition 
scheme (see Fig. 19(c)), MOD is the class of all module specifications, qnd D is the 
class of all commutative interpretations (diagrams) D of scheme SD in CA% 
(2) The partial function COMP of (1) can be extended to a partial functor 
Fx CATREFx 
is the category of module spe nts (see Dejnition 
is the functor category FU (see Remark (2) 
following Dejnition 5.1) of commutative diagrams for composition. 
Remark. Similar to composition, the other basic operations union and actualization 
can be also extended to partial functors 
OP: X 
This remains true if we replace CAT by CAT 
module specifications and coherent refinements. 
the category of correct 
. (1) The operati COMP is defined for the arguments MODl, MOD2, D if 
and only if D(Sl)= ODl and D(S2)= MOD2 This means MODi=(PARi, 
i, IMPi, BODi) for i = 1,2. The result MOD = CO P(MOD1, MOD2, D) 
in this case is defined by 
MO =(PAIU, EXPO, E 
where BOD3 is the pushout (1) in Fig, 6, This means that for h = (h 1,112) we have 
c 1, 0D2, D) = MODlo,,MOD2 
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Given refinements rl, r2 in and a natural transformation d in 
P (rl, r2, d) is defined and equal to the induced refinement r3 : MOD3 + 
MOD3’ defined by heorem 3.2, if rl and r2 satisfy the compatibility conditions 
of Theorem 3.2. This compatibility can be expressed by the fact that d is a natural 
transformation of diagrams and d restricted to Sl and S2 is equal to r 1 and r2, 
respectively. Moreover COMP preserves identities and composition of morphisms 
P becomes a partial functor COMP: XC 
5.3. General assumptions 
Let us assume for the following that we have: 
(1) A pair (OPi, OPM) of operations in the sense of Definition 5.2 with 
OP,:INTlx l .- xINTnx&+ NT0 and OP,:MODlx l l * xMODnx&+ 
MODO. 
(2) 
( ) a 
(b’ I 
( ) C 
(4 
Forallj=O,..., n categories and functors 
with object class INTj, 
with object class MODI’, and 
+ Sets; satisfying the general assumption of Section 
t categories (see Definition 4.5) 
with object class DEVj. 
The corresponding families 
functors are defined by 
9 and REAL of categories and 
n), . . . , REAL = (REALO, . . . , REALn). 
Constant families etc., i.e. = . . . = Vn etc., can also be denoted by 
tine of their merrkrs. 
(3) Categories M of diagrams with objects classes D, and DM and 
morphisms, which are called abstract r nements of diagrams, given by families 
d = (d (n))n E INOD of specificati i~ms d(n) ranging over all nodes INOD 
of the scheme SD, of OP, resp. all interface nodes INOD of the scheme SDM of OPM. 
t-face functors n (see Definition 4.2) and 
I restricting 0 to the interface nodes IN 
(see Definition 5.2). This leads to a composite functor 
which defines a connection category (see Remark (2) following 
written 
(Restriction, matching pair, interfizce stability). Given an operation on 
OPM:MODlx 0.. x MODn x&,, + MOD0 of type 
(Sl M,-.., Sn,, ST& SO& in the sense of Definition 5.2 with designated interface 
nodes OD(S)cS for S=S1,,...,SnMZ SDM, SOM wedefine: 
(0 n operation on interface specifications OP,: x . . . xINTnxg,-, 
INTO of type (Sl,,.. -._ . , Sn,, SD,, SO,) in the sense o efinition 5.2 is called 
restriction of OPM and (OP, , 0 M) is called a matching pair, if we hue: 
(i) 
( ) ii 
(iii) 
The restriction of the schemes Sj M and SDM to their ir+lidted interface 
s for j = 0, . . . ) n, respectively. 
he interface restrictions Z( ) and I(&) as defined in Remark (2) 
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function WEALj : INTj x MODj + Sets according to Definition 4.1 where the function -- 
REALj corresponds to REAL in Section 4.1. The fact that REALj is assume 
be a functor means that abstract realizations in REALj are assumed to be i;ompatible 
with abstract refine (see Definition 4.1(I)). 
(3) The category category u” in Theorem 5.3 aud 1 may be 
considered as the restril:tion of M to interface nodes concerning objects and 
morphisms. 
(4) The functor F and the connection category are only of technical interest 
in order to be able to define compatibility of the induced operation OP of (OP1, OPFn) 
(see Definition 5.4). 
5.4. Induced operations 
efinitioln (Induced operations). Given the general assumptions of Section 5.3, 
the induced operation OP on module and interface specifications by (OPi , OP& is 
a partial function OP: DEVl x l l l x DEVn x D + DEW such that the following --- 
properties are satisfied: 
(a) OP restricted to JNTl x l . l x INTn x Zj$ and INTO is equal to OP, , 
(b) OP restricted to MOD1 x l l l x MODn x Q,,, and MOD0 is equal to OPM, 
(c) OP is urdefined otherwise. 
s and interpretation. (1) The induced operation OP of (OP, , OP& is a 
d version of OP, and OPM defined on the corresponding development 
classes DEVj which is the disjoint union of INTj and MODj and hence the object -- 
class of the development category DEVj (see Definition 4.5). 
(2) The construction of the induced operation OP allows us to unify all kinds of 
compatibility definitions and results of operations OP, and OPM with abstract 
refinements and abstract realizations (see Definition 5.6 and Theorem 5.9) provided 
that we have a matching pair (OP,, OPM) as defined in Definition 5.5. 
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(2) OPM is called in stable if we have 
Oh, DMj) = I(OPM( l’, . . . , MODn’, Dg)) for 
with I( ODj’) and all L& Dh E 
I& with i( D&J = I(DL.!) such JBW hnth &+c nf :he equati~:: are &fined. - _-... “II”” “L 
(3) Given an interface stable operation OPM as above the canonical restriction 
operation OPl of OPM is given by defining Sj, and SD, as restrictions of Sj, and 
SDM to interface nodes for j = 0, . . . , n respectively, by defining domains INTj = 
I(MODj) for j=O,...,n, Q= I(D,), and for all INTjE INTj, D1 ED, with 
D,( Sj,) = 1NTj we define 
(v) OP,(INTl,. . . , INTn, 0,) = I(O&,,( . . . , MODn, D,,,,)) for some 
MOdj c MODj, DM E &,, with Dj) = INTj, I(DM) = D1 and 
DM(SjM) = MODj for j = I,. . . , m. 
emarks, interpretation, and examp es. (1) Intuitively OP, is a restriction of OPM if 
the schemes of OPi are equal to the restriction of the schemes of OPM, the domains 
of OPi are included in the corresponding restricted domains of OPM and the effect 
of the operations OPi and OPM restricted to interface parts is equal. Only for 
canonical restrictions, do we require equality for corresponding domains. 
(2) The restriction I( MOD) of a module specification MOD is given by forgetting 
the body part. The restriction I( MOD) of the class MOD is the class of all restrictions 
I( MOD) for MOD E MOD. Similarly the restrictions I( D,) and I(&) are defined 
by restriction to the corresponding interface nodes INOD(SD&. 
(3) Interface stability of an operation OPM means that the construction of the 
interface specification of the resulting module specification is independent of the 
body parts of the module specifications which are taken as arguments of OPM. This 
property is satisfied for all operations considered in Section 2. 
(4) Interface stability (iv) of OPM implies that the canonical restriction OPr of 
OPM defined by (v) is well defined. Of course, the canonical restriction OPi of OPM 
is a restriction of OPM in the sense of part (1) where (iii) follows from (iv) and (v) 
(see T~KWI~III 5.9 Cur an exientieti version with expiicit proof). 
(5) The basic operations composition, union, and actualization of module 
specifications defined in Section 1 are interface stable such that we obtain corre- 
sponding canonical restriction operations on interface specifications. 
efinitions 5.4 and 5.5) we have: 
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(bj d(X) = rj, for all X E INODj, rj = (rj,, rj,, rjij) and j = 1, . . . , n with inter- 
face nodes INODj = INOD = INOD(sj’) for the schemes Sj, Sj’ of 
resp. DEVj’. 
In this case we have induced development step in 
(c) OP(r1,. . . , f-82, : OP(DEV1,. . . , DEVn, D) + OP(DEVl’, . . . , 
(2) The operation Pi Qresp. OP& is called compatible with development steps in 
(resp. ) if it can be extended to a partial functor 
which is define as the partial functor OP in part (1) restricted to rj in (resp. 
) forj=l,.. ,n and d in 
(3) The pair (OP,, OP& is called compatible with development steps in REAL if 
for all abstract realizations rj : INTj + MODj in REALj for j = 1, . . . , n and for all 
abstract diagram refinements d : D, ,( D1, I( DM)) satisfyins (a) and 
(b) of part (1) with DEVj = INTj, DEVj’= MODj, D = D1, D’= DM there is an 
induced abstract realization in REALO, written 
(d) OP(r1,. . . , m,d):OPi(INTl,..., INTn, Di)+OP&MODl,.. .,MODn, 
hich is compatible with composition in the following sense: 
(e) orlorll,. . . , rMnornorln, dMododI)=OPM(rM1, =. . , rMn, dM)o 
OP(r1,. . . , rn, d)oOP,(rZl,. . . , rIn, dl) whenever both sides are defined. 
s and interpretation. (1) The compatibilities of operations as stated in parts 
(1) and (2) are a generalization of compatibility of composition on module 
specifications with refinement (see Theorem 5.3). 
(2) The compatibility in part (1) is equivalent to the conjunction of those in parts 
(2) and (3) (see next theorem). 
.7 (Characterization of compatibility with development steps in 
). Given a matching pair (OP,, OPJ of operations with induced operation OP 
and functors R as in Section 5.3 we have: 
lopmen t steps in (see Definition 5.6(l)) ifand 
only if 
(2) (OP,, OPILI) is compatible with 
(2.4) below: 
9 and REAL in the sc~se of (2.1)- 
(2.1) OPI is compatible with development steps i (see Definition 5.$2)), 
P, is compatible with development steps in (see Definition 5.6(2)), 
compatible kth development steps in and (.i= 
stract iUJnt;sfiat;fim ’ v ~aa~SbWI~“,I in EAL (St% 
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s an . All the different compatibility conditions between 
horizontal operati s, vertical development and realization studied in previous 
sections are listed in conditions (2.1)-(2.4) above which are equivalent to (1). 
means that condition (1) really summarizes and characterizes all important compati- 
bility conditions of operations with vertical development and realization. 
that OP can be extended to a partial 
requires for Q: EVj + DEVj’ in 
n) and d:D+D’in according to Definition 4.5 to consider the 
EVjkINTjforj=l,...,n and D,D’E_D,, 
(b) DEVj, DEVj’ E MODj for j = 1, . . . , n and D, D’ E LI,, , 
(c) DEV~EINT~+ DEVjkMODj forj=l,...,n and DE&, D’EQ,,. 
In each of these cases OP( rl, . . . , rn, d) must be defined and compatible with 
composition. By definition this is equivalent in cases (a), (b), and (c) to conditions 
(2.1), (2.2), and (2.4) respectively. Condition (2.3) is satisfied by the general assump- 
tion (see Section 5.3). This implies under the given assumptions that condition (1) 
is equivalent to (2). Cl 
5.5. Functorial matching pairs 
In the following, we introduce functorial matching pairs of operations in order 
to reduce in Theorem 5.11, all the compatibility conditions given in Theorem 5.7 
to compatibility of OPM with respect to MOD. 
nitim ( FunctoriaH matching pair, functorial interface stability). (1) Given the 
general assumptions of Section 5.3 (except (2~) and (2d)), a matching pair 
(OPi, OP& ic pallpd Gnc?oria! rwtching pair and OP, is called functorial restriction 1” _..o.LIIJ
of OPM if we have: 
(i) OP, can be extended to a partial functor as in Definition 5.6(2), 
(ii) OPM can be extended to a partial functor as in efinition 5.6(2), 
I(rMn), I(dM)) . . . , rMn, dMl> for all 
n) and dM in M such that both sides of the equation 
are defined. 
(2) Given an interface stable operation OPlvl (see Definition 5.5(2)), the general 
assumptions (2a), (2bJ (3), and (4) of Section 5.3, then OPM is called funcrorial 
interface stable if we have (ii) above and 
( ) iv 
‘) such that both sides of the equation are defined. 
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MOD1 x.. .X MODn x DM MOD0 
I 
I x...x Ix I I 
INTO x...x INTn x DI INTO 
Fig. 20. 
(2) Functorial interface stability of OPM will be used in the next theorem to 
construct a canonical functorial restriction OP, of OPM such that (OP,, OPM) 
becomes a functorial matching pair. 
core (Construction of functorial matching pairs). Given the generc?! assun!@- 
tions (2a), (2b), (3), and (4) of Section 5.3 and 
(1) a functorial interface stable operation OPM (see DeJ’nition U(2), 
(2) the canonical restriction OP, of OPM (see Uejnition 5.5(3)), and 
(3) realization functxs R : INTj + for j=O,...,n and R: M with 
respect to the interface functors in Section 5.2(4) (see De$nition 4.2(2)) which 
are compatible (see Remark (2)), 
then OP, can be extended to a partial functor as in DeJinition 5.6(2) such that 
(OP,, OPM) becomes a functorial matching pair. 
arks and interpretation. (1) This construction of functorial matching pairs 
extends the construction of matching pairs using the canonical restriction operation 
OP, of OPM such that OP, becomes a functorial restriction of OPM. 
(2) Compatibility of the realization functors means that for all D1 in II, and I NTj 
in with D,(Sj,) = INTj we also have R( D!)(Sj,) = R(INTj) for j = 1,. . . , n. 
Forall rIj:INTj+INTj’in INTj (j=l,...,n) and dl: 
that OP,(INTl, . . _ , INTn, 0,) and OP,(INTl’, . . . , INTn’, 0;) are defined and we 
have dl(X) = rrj, for all X E INODj (see Definition 5.6) we define 
OP,(rll,. . . , rln,dI)= I(OP,(R(rll),..., R(rZn), R(dl))). 
This definition is compatible with that of L?P1 in Definition 5.5 on objects because 
OPM is interface stabie. Moreover, @PI becomes a partial functor as in Definition 
5.6 because OP,,,, is a artial functor as in Definition 5.6 by ar%zz-option which is 
defined for the given a uments because the realization functors are compatible (see 
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for /=i,...,n and d in M such that 
is defined we have (3) of Definition 5. 
, RI(rMn), RI(d ))) (see below) 
(by definition of OP,) 
where the first equation holds because OP M is functorial interface stable (see 
Definition 5.8(4)) and we have I( ) forj=l2,...,n and I(dM)= 
IRl(dM) because R is right inverse to I. Cl 
(Functorial matching pairs of basic operations). (1) Each of the basic 
position, union, and actualization is not only an interface stable 
operation OPM leading to a canonical restriction OP1 of OPM, but also functoriai 
interface stable (see below). Using one of the realization functors IR (initial realiz- 
ation) or FR (final realization) we can a Theorem 5.9 to obtain a functoriah 
matching pair (OP,, OPM) with P =e I and 
functorial interface stabEe for all three basic operations because the induced 
refinement morphisms are independent of the corresponding body parts. 
(2) Let us take the same basic operations OPM as above but with 
@Cc (correct and coherent case) I, REA.L the class of all 
realizations, and OP, as above. Then OPI is no longer a canonical restriction of 
OPM in the sense of Definition U(3) because I(CATREFc) is included in CATREFI 
but not equal (see Counterexample 3.5). This means that there are no corresponding 
realization functors such that Theorem 5.9 canrot be applied. But in these cases we 
also have a functorial matching pair (OP,, OPM), because we have already conditions 
(1) and (2) of Definition 5.8 by Theorem 5.3 and part (I) above, and condition (3) 
of Definition 5.8 is satisfied by construction of OP, and OPM. 
56. General compatibility results 
1 (Compatibility of operations with abstract realization and development 
steps). Given the general assumptions of Section 5.3 with a functorial matching pair 
ejnition 5.8 and assume for the abstract realizations that 
REALj is reducible to n as de$ned in Definition 4.1) then we KEY?: 
(1) @PI, OPM! is compatible with abstract realization in 
5.6(3)), 
(2) @PI, OPM) is compatible with , ana’ REAL in 
(2.1) of Theorem 5.7, 
(3) the induced operation OP is compatible with development 
ejnition 5.6( 1)). 
the sense” ‘;,” (2.1)- 
steps i (see 
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is compatible with respect to In fact, reducibility of R.EALj, to is 
satisfied in most examples. In or o show that (OP,, OP& is a functorial matching 
pair we m&rally have to show that OPM is functorial interface stable (see Definition 
5.8). Finally the ain condition of functorial interface stability is extensio 
of OPhn to a parti fanctor which means compatibility of OPW with respect 
Parts (2) and (3) follow directly from part (1) using the definition nffunctmria! 
matching pairs ipa Definition 5.8 and Theorem 5.7. Hence it remains to show part 
(1). Given abstract realizations rj : INTj + MODj in REALj for j = 1, . . . , n and 
d:D,+& in orD, ( DI 9 Z ( &)) satisfying 
(a) OPI(INTl, . . . , INTn, 0,) and OPM(MODl,. . 9 MODn, DM) are defined, 
and 
(b) d(X) = rj, for all X in iNODj (j = 1,. . . , n) 
we have, according to Definition 5.6(3), to show the existence of an induced abstract 
realization in REAL0 of the form 
(c) OP(r1, l . . , t-n, d) :OP,(INTi9.. . 9 IINTn, Dl) 
-3 OP&MODl,. . . , MODn, DM) 
which is compatible with composition in the following sense 
(d) OP(rMl~rl~rZl,. . . , rMnornorZn, dMododZj 
= OP,(rMl, . . . , rMn, dM)oOP(rl,. . . , rn, d)oOP,(rZl,. . . , rln, dZ) 
both sides are defined. 
whenever 
The idea of the following proof is to use reducibility of REALj to INTj to obtain 
corresponding abstract refinements in NTj. Then compatibility of OP, with respect 
to INT can be applied to obtain an induced abstract refi c;nt which implies an 
induced abstract realization by reducibility of REAL0 to 8. In fact reducibility 
of REALj to INTj implies that we have unique refinements rj’: INTj+ Z(MODj) 
in with ex(MODj)orj’= rj for j = 1,. . . , n satisfying 
P,(INTl,. . . , INTn, Dlj and OP,(Z(MODl), . . . , Z(kfODn), Z(D,)j are 
defined and 
(f) d(X)=r& forall Xe1NODj (j=l,...,n) 
where (e) follows from (a) and the fact that (OP,, OP& is n matching pair (see 
Definition 5.5(3)) which implies 
(g) OP,(Z(MODl), . . . , Z(MODn), Z( DM)) = Z(OPM(MOD1,. . . , MODn, DJ 
and (f) follows from (b) and the fact that the compone ts of rj and rj’ are equal. 
NOW we can use compatibility of OP, with respect o T (see Definition 5.6) to 
obtain with d’= d: D, + Z( 13,) an induced abstract refinement in VW& 
(h) OPl(rl’, . . . , rd, d’):OP,(INTl, . . . , BNTn, 0,) 
+ OPI( Z(MODl), . . . , I(MODn), Z( D,J). 
Using compatibility of REAL0 with respect to INTO and (g) we obtain an induced 
abstract realizat s required in (c) which is defined by 
ex0’ below. 
n, Z&), and si 
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In order to show (d) let us consider the diagram shown in Fig. 21 where 
commutativity of (2) corresponds to (d). In fact, commutativity of (2) follows directly 
from that of (I), (3), (4) and the outer triangle. Commutativity of (I) is shown in 
(i) above and the outer triangle commutes for similar reasons. It remains to show 
commutativity of (3) and (4). 
Since (QP,, OPM) is a functorial matching pair we have by Definition 5.8(3), 
Z(OP&Ml,. . . , ))=OP,(Z(rMl),..., Z(dM)). Commutativity of (3) follows 
from this equation and the following calculation: 
OPZ(Zl(rMl),. . .) Z(dM))oOPZ(rl’, . . . , d’)oOPz(rZl,. . ., dZ) 
=OPZ(Zdr(rM~)orl’~rZl,. . . , Z(dM)od’odZ) 
=OPZ((rMlorlorZl)‘, _. . , (BMod’odZ)‘) 
where the first equation follows from the fact that OPI is a partial functor and the 
second one follows from equality of the components: 
Zl(rMl)orl’orZl= (rMlorlorZl)‘, . . . , Z(dM)od’odZ =(dMod’odZ)‘. 
Each of these equations follows directly from the bijective correspondence between 
refinements in and realizations in REALj for j = 1, . . . , n (see Theorem 4.3) 
and a similar correspondence between interface transformations d : DZ -+ DM and 
d’: DZ-pZ(DM). 
Finally subdiagram (4) commutes because REAL0 is reducible to INTO. Cl 
Now we are able to summarize all our results concerning compatibility of composi- 
tion, union and actualization with refinement and realization development steps. 
Fig. 21. 
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5.12 (Compatibility of basic operations with refinement and realiz- 
) The operations composition, actualization and union on interface Gnd 
mod& specijica tions are compatible with 
(2) Part (1) remains truefor the development category C 
all realizations r: 
roof. The given operations are defining functorial matching pairs as sh 
5.10 and realizatin\n REAL as well as RIALc is reducible to 
, (see Remark (2) following Corollary 4.4 for REAL and similarily for 
REALc). This allows us to apply Theorem 5.11 which shows the required compati- 
bility. Cl 
Starting with concrete horizontal structuring operators like composition and 
special vertical development steps like refinement and realization, we introduced 
the theory of development categories. This theory facilitates the study of arbitrary 
horizontal operators and provides a framework in which different and more general 
notions of vertical development can be incorporated. The categorical formulation 
of compatibility of horizontal and vertical structure allows us to derive general 
requirements for decomposition operators that include correct development steps 
on the system level each time components evolve (cf. Theorem 5.7). This seems to 
be one of the major issues software engineers are concerned with in the development 
process of large systems. 
In Theorem 3.4, we introduced the notion of initial and final realization and 
Theorem 3.6 showed that for each interface, there is a realization by a correct resp. 
R-correct module. These constructions are of theoretical interest and in most cases 
plicable in practice since the resulting modules do not hide any design 
decisions. Therefore the actual software development process can not rely on the 
existence of automatic onstructionc like these. It is the decisions during the evolution 
of software systems, that determine the quality of the final product. Thus, the theory 
of modular software development on the one hand has to oiler very %exible means 
for expressing horizontal and vertical structure and on the other hail:, zhml~ provide 
general criteria for computability of both structure:. 
In order to show that the concept of development categories contributes to this 
an informal look at d 
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Restrictirg these notions to the interface parts of module specifications, we obtain 
the notion d an interface simdation, i.e. the category r. A simuiating 
realization r : IFdT+ of an interface by a module corresponds to a simulation 
r’: INT-, I(lUOD) 1 parts at hand to introduce a new 
for refinements, we can introduce appropriate notions of compatibility of interface 
and module operations with simulation and by Definition 5.6, the corresponding 
notion of compatibility of a matching pair of operators with simulating realizations. 
Therefore by Theorem 5.7, compatibility of a horizontal operator OP with vertical 
development extendible al 
functor on 0 SlMREAL C* 
Table 1 shows the compatibility results for the horizontal operator “‘composition” 
Nhich can be achieved in this framework. 
Table 1. Compatibility results for composition in different development categories 
General 
Coherent 
Refinement 
REAL 
REAL,. 
Simulation 
SIMREAL 
SIMREAL, 
Functorial 
refinement 
F-REAL 
F-REAL, 
Functorial 
simulation 
_- _ - 
F-SIMREAL 
F-SIMREAL, 
The concepts of refinement and simulation can be generalized if we do not require 
a syntactical representation (specification morphisms) for the functors (in the case 
of simulation and refinement induced forgetful functors) which establish the seman- 
tical link between the refined/simulated module and the module refining/simulating 
it (see Section 3.2). This means a functorial refinement F: MOD1 + MQD2 of MOD% 
a triple of 
), and Fi : Cat ) and a functorial 
simulation is given by a functor triple with FP and F, i 
orphisms, we get categories 
c for functorial module refinements and simulation; 
and the corresponding subcategories where all refinements resp. simul 
the module semantics. These refinements and simulations are called 
torial refinements and coherent functorial simulations resp. SimiIar to simple 
refinements and simulations, we easily get appropriate categories on the interface 
and simulations an 
?O H. Ehrig et al. 
in the table states that composition is compatible with vertical development in the 
development category denoted by the associated realization functor. 
For other operations like union and actuahzation we get a similar picture. This 
demonstrates the usefulness of development categories for combining all results 
obtained up to now within our approach in a uniform framework. Future work has 
to show how these results can be reflected in an even more abstract framework, e.g. 
institutions [19j. Fir-se steps in this direction have been made by introducing the 
notion “specification logic”, compare [14], which allows us to generalize many 
results without too much notational overhead. In subsequent research, we will 
additionally address the issue of handling a mixture of different kinds of development 
steps within an appropriate category. 
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